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• Fully revised and updated for this new edition

• Includes entries on the new nations of eastern
Europe

• Reflects the rise of individual reputations since the
publication of the first edition

• Over 3)500 entries cover the history, theory and
practice of theatre worldwide

• Celebrates the achievements of actors, playwrights,
directors and designers past and present

• Valuable insights into developments in technology,
staging and costume

• Hundreds of surprising entries make this book a browser's delight

• The essential reference source for all academics and students of theatre

"A compulsively readable theatre companion - meatier, better written, and more
attuned to contemporary developments than its competition"

Performing Arts Journal
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CAMBRIDGE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY

British Theatre
Simon Trussler

Editor of New Theatre Quarterly

From satire and burlesque to melodrama and pantomime, this is a major
new history of British theatre from earliest times to the present day.

• Comprehensive - Covers everything
from the development of plays and
playwriting, forms of staging, and the
role of theatre professionals to the
social composition of audiences, and
the social and political developments
which influenced live entertainment
through the ages

• Authoritative - Written by one of the
country's leading experts on theatre

• Original - Not only examines
mainstream and 'official' forms of
theatre, but also minor and
'illegitimate' forms - such as the
importance of the jig in Elizabethan theatre and the role of the Workers'
Theatre Movement in the inter-war years

• Beautifully illustrated - Contains over ioo colour illustrations, plus over 250
black and white illustrations

• Accessible - Includes illustrated panel features on important theatre forms and
styles, plays, players and places

Written with style and imagination, this book makes compelling reading for all
those interested in theatre, whether student, teacher, performer or theatre-goer.
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